
GREY COVERAGE ON RESISTANT HAIR

Grey hair is produced when the Melanocytes pigment producing cells die. When these cells no 
longer produce pigment, the follicle uses the material formally used to produce pigment to make 
more cuticle. Humans typically have 4 - 6 layers of cuticle. When pigment production stops, these 
layers may build up to 12 layers. This is what causes resistant grey.

The thicker the cuticle layer count the more resistant grey!

DETERMINING RESISTANCY 

Leyton House colour is formulated to cover grey hair using only 3%.  The hair types that this works 
on are fine to medium and medium to coarse hair.  Outside these parameters is resistant hair; fine 
resistant or coarse resistant hair.  When dealing with resistant hair a different method needs to be 
used.  The key to successful grey coverage is the determination of what texture you are dealing with 
during your consultation, or before mixing the formulation.

Look at the new grey hair or shorter strands near the hairline (front and temple). If the hairs are 
mis-shapen, crooked or curly, you have resistant grey. Fine hair may also be resistant and you can 
tell by how slick the hair feels. In this scenario the cuticle is packed very tight but the hair remains 
fine to the touch.

PROCEDURES 

Method 1
To deal with resistant grey is change the formulation to 1:1 with 6%. By shifting the 
ratio and using a higher volume (%) of developer, you’re increasing the alkalinity of the 
formula which helps to soften the cuticle. In summary, increasing developer strength BUT 
decreasing the amount used, you ensure that the chosen color remains on level and on tone. 

Method 2
To treat resistant greys use our Extra Natural series (44.0, 55.0, 66.0, 77.0, 88.0 & 99.0). The series 
adds more pigment and alkalinity to achieve extra deposit and softening of the cuticle. It’s not 
necessary to immediately use Extra Natural on all grey clients.

 



Method 3
The third method to treat the most resistant grey hair is a presoftening technique. 
Use a colour 1 level lighter than the target with equal amounts of water. Mix and apply to the
resistant areas and allow this to process for 10 minutes before applying the target colour to the
areas.  Then process again for 30 - 40 minutes.
Alternatively, select a colour 2 levels lighter than target and apply a small amount of raw tint (no wa-
ter, no developer) to the areas. By selecting this option, it gives extra alkalinity to begin the soften-
ing of the cuticle without actually depositing any pigment, therefore no chance of having a finished 
result that may appear slightly darker.   

Method 4
This option you can create a blended coverage. Remember that when the grey is less than 70% you 
may use any Leyton House colour or formulation without a natural base and just use your fashion 
tones.
When the amount of grey reaches 70 - 100%, then 25% of your formula needs to contain natural 
tone. Your options for natural tone can be any shade that has a 0 immediately following the decimal. 
This opens up your choices to the .01, .021, .035, .036 series as well as the natural and extra natural 
series of colors.

Shade choices. It is also very important to remember that alkalinity also can cause a slight yellowing 
affect on White hair. If you are looking to achieve an ash result when covering grey hair, make sure 
your selection for your natural shade is the .01 series. This choice starts you out with a natural slight 
ash tonality to build on.

A good rule to always remember is to consider the amount of grey when formulating. Over 50% 
grey you must formulate to deal with the grey hair. If your grey percentage is under 50% you must 
formulate for the natural colour. Following this guide will stop you from having hot roots, or a result 
that is too warm.
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